Immunofluorescent localization of secretin in the canine duodenum
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Summary The endocrine polypeptide (APUD) cells responsible for the production and storage of secretin have been demonstrated, in canine duodenum, by the application of an indirect immunofluorescence technique, using anti-pure porcine secretin, to carbodiimide-fixed cryostat sections. The cells are identified, by the use of parallel cytochemical and ultrastructural preparations, as the small granular S cells. These are essentially restricted to the transitional zone of the duodenal mucosa, with whose lumen their apical projections probably always make contact. There is no need to alter the title of the cells since S can now stand for secretin instead of for small.

The discovery of secretin by Bayliss and Starling (1902) introduced the concept of hormonal regulation of digestive processes, and its main action was found to be the stimulation of alkaline secretion by the pancreas. After more than half a century the hormone was successfully identified and isolated by Jorpes and Mutt (1961a and b). Subsequently (Mutt, Magnusson, Jorpes, and Dahl, 1965) its structure was determined and it was shown to be an heptacosapeptide degradable by trypsin into five peptides whose amino-acid compositions were determined. In a more recent paper Mutt, Jorpes, and Magnusson (1970) reported the complete amino-acid sequence of porcine secretin and they showed that 14 of its 27 amino acids occur in the same position as in porcine glucagon.

Distribution of the Hormone

Studies on the distribution of secretin in the gastrointestinal tract have been made either by measuring the pancreatic response to localized intestinal stimuli, or by assaying its response to extracts of specific regions of the intestine. The results obtained by several groups of workers indicated that high levels of secretin are found only in the first portions of the small intestine. Low levels are invariably found in the pylorus and in the more distal parts of the small intestine (Komarov, 1942; Munch-Petersen, Rönnow, and Uvnäs, 1944; Friedman and King, 1950; Grossman, 1958). Although Mellanby (1926) had already suggested that the distribution of secretin might vary from species to species, the localization of this hormone appears to be much less variable than that of most other gastrointestinal hormones.

The distribution of enterochromaffin cells in the intestinal mucosa appeared to Gillman (1942) to be comparable to that of extractable secretin, and indeed some investigators (Parat, 1924; Wermel and Kacharova, 1948) suggested that these cells were the source of secretin. Cordier (1926), however, found that enterochromaffin granules were not extractable with acid and hence he considered Parat’s hypothesis untenable.

Fresh frozen sections of canine duodenal mucosa, cut at different levels parallel to the long axis of the intestine, were assayed for their effect on pancreatic secretion by Krawitt, Zimmermann, and Clifton (1966). These authors concluded that secretin was present in cells located in the stroma of the villi or was derived from the villous epithelial cell.

Electron Microscopy

Ultrastructural surveys of the intestinal mucosa in various species were made by Vassallo, Solcia, and Capella (1969), by Capella, Solcia, and Vassallo (1969), and by Solcia, Vassallo, and Capella (1970). These resulted in the suggestion that one of the two—or possibly three—types of endocrine, non-enterochromaffin (non-EC) cells present in the small intestine must be responsible for the production of secretin. The cell which was considered, on the basis of its restricted localization, to be the most likely candi-
date contained small secretion granules with an average diameter of 200 nm. It was called the S (for small) cell in contradistinction to the other predominant cell (L) which had larger granules. The S cell is apparently the same as the 'A-like' or type IIc cell, found by Forssmann (1970) to be the predominant endocrine cell in the duodenum of dog, cat, and rat. A cell with similar characteristics was identified in human duodenum by Pearse, Coulling, Weavers, and Friesen (1970). A cell with large (300 nm), homogeneous but poorly osmiophilic granules was found in duodenum of several species by Solcia et al (1970); this was named the X cell.

Material and Methods

Dogs between 2 and 9 months old were used. Following intraperitoneal injection of nembutal, samples of mucosa were taken from fundus, pylorus, duodenum, jejunum, and ileum. Small pieces from each of these regions were processed, in a variety of different ways, for the various procedures outlined below.

IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE

Small samples were fixed at 4° in 2% carbodiimide (Kendall, Polak, and Pearse, 1971; Polak, Bloom, Coulling, and Pearse, 1971) for 24 hours, then washed in 30% sucrose phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and subsequently quenched in cold (-165°C) Arcon (Freon) 22, and cryostat sections were prepared. All sections were cut at 5 μm and processed by an indirect immunofluorescence technique (Coons, Leduc, and Connolly, 1955).

ANTISERA

Pure porcine secretin was coupled to guinea-pig serum albumin by 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (Sigma), according to the technique described by Young, Lazarus, Chisholme, and Atkinson (1968). This was injected into two hybrid rabbits. Control rabbits also received several injections of guinea-pig albumin treated with carbodiimide and sera from all animals were harvested after several months. The globulin fraction was obtained by cold precipitation with ammonium sulphate (Nairn, 1969). Fluorescein-labelled goat anti-rabbit serum was obtained commercially (Hyland).

CONTROLS

The following controls were used: (1) anti-secretin antibodies with added excess pure porcine secretin followed by fluorescein-labelled goat anti-rabbit antiserum; (2) normal rabbit globulin, followed by the second layer; (3) rabbit anti-human calcitonin and anti-porcine glucagon antibodies, followed by the second layer; (4) fluorescein-labelled goat anti-rabbit antiserum.

OPTICAL MICROSCOPY

Small blocks of mucosa were taken from each of the regions already described and treated in the following ways.

After fixation in 6% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (pH 7.4), and paraffin embedding, 5 μm sections were processed by the Masson-Hamperl (argentaffin) method (Pearse, 1960), Lillie's xanthrol method (Solcia, Capella, and Vassallo, 1969), and McConnail's lead haematoxylin method (Solcia et al, 1969).

After fixation in Bouin's fluid, and paraffin embedding, 5 μm sections were processed by a modified Grimelius technique (De Grandi, 1970) and by the oxidized phosphotungstic acid haematoxylin method (PTAH).

After carbodiimide fixation, and the immunofluorescence procedure, sections were viewed by dark-field microscopy or post-fixed in 6% glutaraldehyde in PBS and re-stained by lead haematoxylin, the Masson-Hamperl silver impregnation, or oxidized PTAH.

Photomicrographs were taken on Ilford FP4 film (for immunofluorescence) or on Pan F (other methods).

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

Small pieces of tissue, from duodenal mucosa only, were processed immediately on removal from the animal. (This region has been shown, by modern assay techniques, to contain the highest levels of secretin.) Samples were fixed in 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M phosphate buffer (pH 7.6) for two hours at 4°C. Excess fixative was removed from the blocks by repeated washing in 0.1M phosphate buffer containing 0.1% sucrose. Following fixation the blocks were dehydrated in an ascending ethanol series, taken through epoxy-propane, and finally embedded in Araldite CY 212.

Other samples, after the primary fixation described above, were post-fixed in Millonig's (1962) osmium tetroxide at 4°C for two hours.

Sections were stained by lead citrate and uranyl acetate and viewed through an AEI EM6B electron microscope.

Results

IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE

Cells showing specific secretin fluorescence were very numerous in the duodenum, occasionally present in the jejunum, and very rare in the pyloric
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mucosa. They were situated mostly in the transitional zone of the duodenal mucosa (This is the region composing the base of the villi and the upper portions of the crypts.)

The secretin cells were pyramidal in shape and their hormone storage product was mainly concentrated on the side of the cell facing the basement membrane (Fig. 1), although it was often present all around the nucleus. In many instances the cell processes were observed to make contact with the lumen.

Control sections treated with anti-porcine glucagon showed specific enteroglucagon (EG) cells in all the areas studied except the pylorus. In the duodenum only a small number of cells were found. All other control sections were free from specific (fluorescein) fluorescence.

COMPARATIVE CYTOCHEMISTRY

The secretin (S) cells showed the following characteristics: (1) strongly positive staining with lead haematoxylin; (2) argyrophilia, but not argentaffinity; (3) strongly positive staining with oxidized PTAH; (4) strong luminosity (dark field) in CDI-fixed sections; (5) negative xanthydrol reaction for indoles (tryptophan); (6) negative o-phthalaldehyde staining.

In order to identify the cells showing specific secretin immunofluorescence, in terms of cytochemical and staining characteristics, pairs of reactions or tests were applied to single sections.

Immunofluorescence sections, post-fixed in 6% glutaraldehyde for 30 minutes, were washed and then stained with lead haematoxylin. The results are shown in Figure 2. It will be observed that the two immunofluorescent S cells stain strongly. A third cell, also strongly stained, contains no secretin.

Immunofluorescence sections were examined by dark field microscopy. The results are shown in Figure 3. Specific immunofluorescence and luminosity are present in the same cell.

Immunofluorescence sections, post-fixed in 6% glutaraldehyde, were washed and then stained by the Masson-Hamperl procedure. The S cells were non-argentaffin. (EC cells were strongly positive.)

Similar sections were reacted for tryptophan by the xanthydrol method. The S cells were negative. (EG cells were positive.)

After application of the modified Grimelius technique the S cells exhibited argyrophilia.

With the oxidized PTAH method the S cells stained blue grey.

These results indicate that the S cells are distinguishable from both EC and EG cells, the latter having been identified with the L cells of the Wiesbaden agreement by Polak et al (1971). They are distinguishable from the X cell by its negative reaction with lead haematoxylin.

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

In addition to the easily identifiable EC cells we were able to show, in the duodenum, the three
expected additional endocrine cell types (L, S, and X), using these terms in a purely ultrastructural sense. The predominant S cell (ultrastructural criteria) (Fig. 4), was identified with the predominant S cell (immunofluorescence).

Discussion

Evidence has been accumulating, in the past few years, that the gastrointestinal tract is a multi-endocrine organ of the first rank, certainly the largest and probably the most important endocrine organ in the body. It contains at least eight distinct members of the APUD series of endocrine polypeptide cells (Pearse, 1968, 1969 and 1971) of which three have now been identified as the source of three of the known gastrointestinal hormones. These are the gastrin-secreting G cell, the entero glucagon-secreting EG cell, and (now) the secretin-secreting S cell.

Gastrin was first localized by McGuigan (1968) in the G cells of porcine and human stomach, so named by Solcia, Vassallo, and Sampietro (1967) on the basis of their distribution and staining characteristics. McGuigan’s observations were confirmed by Bussolati and Pearse (1970) for the porcine antrum and by Pearse and Bussolati (1970) for human stomach.

Enteroglucagon was localized by Polak et al (1971) in the EG cells of the fundic and jejunal mucosa of the dog. In this paper secretin has been identified in
the S cells confirming, once more, the value of immunofluorescence in determining the nature and distribution of polypeptide hormone (APUD) cells in the gastrointestinal tract. The identification of the ultrastructural S cell as the site of secretin storage was based, positively, on comparisons between the distribution of S cells and immunofluorescent secretin cells. Both were practically restricted to the transitional zone of the duodenal mucosa. From the negative point of view, it was not necessary to eliminate the more widely distributed L cell as the source of secretin since this cell (as the A cell) is present in the fundus of the stomach where secretin is lacking. Elimination of the EC cell was not required at the electron microscope level since the secretin-containing cell is not argentaffin. Finally, out of the four available cell types, elimination of the X cell was not required at the electron microscope level since this cell does not stain with lead haematoxylin whereas the secretin-containing cell does so. Thus, while an absolute identification of secretin with the S cell was made only at optical microscope level, presumptive evidence allows one to make the same conclusions at the electron microscope level.

The complete identification of polypeptide hormone-producing cells, with the individual cell types shown by ultrastructural studies, requires the successful application of immunoelectron cytochemical methods. The application of these to the gastrointestinal tract, by several independent groups of workers, has resulted, so far, in a failure to produce interpretable results.

In view of the close relationship of porcine secretin to porcine glucagon (Weinstein, 1968; Mutt et al, 1970) the total absence of cross reactivity between anti-secretin antibody and the EG cells and between anti-glucagon antibody and the S cells must indicate either totally different antigenic sequences or conformational differences in a common amino-acid sequence. Of these two possibilities the former seems the most likely.

Some comments on the comparative cytochemical tests may be necessary. The oxidized PTAH method has been used as a simple and selective stain for pancreatic α2 cell granules and linked (Cavallero, Solcia, Vassallo, Capella, and Bussolati, 1970) to the relatively basic nature of glucagon. We found (Polak et al, 1971) that the EG cell granules stained positively and it is perhaps not surprising that the S cell granules also stain by this method.

Pancreatic α2 cell granules, EG granules, and S granules all show argyrophilia in paraffin sections treated by the Grimelius silver method. Cavallero et al (1970) and Solcia et al (1970) have carried out a modified Grimelius procedure at the electron microscope level. Both α2 and S granules showed deposition of silver grains on the outer rim of the granules and not on, or in, the dense osmiophilic central core. This finding suggests that argyrophilia may be a property of the lipoprotein envelope of the granules and unrelated to their actual content (ie, useless for distinction of one hormone from another).

All three granules (α2, EG, S) show dark field luminosity, which merely reflects a refractive index difference between them and their environment (ie, useless for distinction of one hormone from another).

All three granules stain positively with lead haematoxylin. This method probably depends more on the acidic nature of the lipoprotein envelope and of any lipoprotein matrix present in the granule than on the precise composition of the polypeptide in the latter (ie, useless for distinction between one hormone and another).

Pancreatic α2 cells and EG cells are positive by the xanthydrol method for tryptophan; the S cells are negative. This is a significant difference which reflects the absence of tryptophan from secretin. If this hormone is stored in the form of a precursor the tryptophan content of this must also be minimal.

This work has been carried out with the help of a grant from the Wellcome Trust. It was made possible by a generous gift of pure porcine secretin from Dr V. Mutt, to whom we are suitably grateful.
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